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CHAPTER I

PLANE ORNAMENTS
of the":U1ost interesting instances of a deep connection
"ld mathematics is provided by the surface
between at
ornaments, r. ,i/. to such an admirable degree of perfection by
a;ncient artists. The task of the artist is to find for a certain type
of ornamental symmetry an elementary figure whose repetitions
intertwine to give a harmonious whole. The mathematician, in
turn, :is interested only in the symmetry operations occu:r:ring
in an ornament. Chapter I deals with the mathematical theory
of plane omamoota. In addition, it proyides a vivid introduction
to onc of the most fundamental notions of modern mathematics,
the concept of a group.
ONE

Tu .first part of our book contains some chapters on the
classical theory of. the regular fjgures. We start with the
Euclidea;n pjane, the "space" most familiar to us, givfug ..a
complete enumeration of ite discontinuous groups of iilometrics.
We proceed :with the analogous problem in spherical geometry
(which iil the first step towards the far more laborious task
concerning Euolidean 3-spaee). Then we :make a journey into
the 2·dimensional hyperbolic space and into the general sphericaJ .
and J<Judidean ·spaces, considering, first of all, their regular
. divisions.

1. Isometries
!

An isometry which leaves a figure invariant is called a symtnetry operation. In order to classify the- i)rnaments according to .
their symmetry operations we have to investigate the various
iilometries of the plane.
In·the plane, an isometry, Le. a distance-preserving ma.ppmg,
is uniquely determined by ita effect on a rectangular Oartesian
co-ordinate frame. It is said to be airect or opposite according
as it preserves or reverses the. sense of the frame. A direct isometry Can be achieved by a rigid motfon of the plane in itself.
Therefore it is often called a proper motion. On the other hand,
an opposite isometry requires besides a proper motion a reflection
in a line. Executing this reflection by a half-turn about the
line as axis we obtain, as a final re.nlt, a rigid motion, in
which, however,· we must come out of the·plane. Therefore an
opposite isometry is also called an improper-motion..
3
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The simplest direct isometries are the tra,nslations, in which
every point of the plane moves through the same distance in
the same direction" A translation is uniquely determined by
a direoted line-segment AB, called a vector, leading from a point
A to its image B. We shall often denote this translation by
A -~ B. Another type of direct isometry is a rotation of the
plane through a given angle about a given point. We shall show
that no other proper motions o:xist in the plane.

resultant of a reflection in a line &Dd a transla,tion in tho direction
of this line. Considering reflecj;:ions as speoial cases of gliilereflections, we may assert that every imprope,r 1rWtion of the plane
is a glide-refIBIJtWn.
In order to show this we notioe that an improper motion is
dete~ed by the transfo:r:ms
and I' of a point P and an
orient· line 1 through it, Consider the line parallel to the
bisecto, 'the angle between 1 anil I' passing tl1rough the
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Fig. 1/1

'\'1" shall find it oonTenient to regard translations ail rotations
through a zero angle about an infinitely distant point. Then our
statement reads as follows: every propiiff motion of the plane i8
a rotafJion To make this evident, we note that a proper motion
is uniqnely determined by a point P, an ori~nted line 1 through
P and the images P' and. I' of P and 1. Since the cases where
P and P' or the directions of I and I' coincide are trivial, we may
suppose that P and p' differ and 1 and l' include an angle a
(0 < a < 2n). Let 0 be a, point equidista~t from P and
P', such that the rotation about 0 transforming P into P'
has an angle equal to Ct. This rotation transforms I into l"
(Fig. Ill).
The improper motions can 0,180 be reduced to It simple type
of isometry, called glide-reflBIJti!Yl!ll. A glide-reflection is the
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Fig. 1[2

midpoint of the segment PP'. The glide-reflection in this line
which carries P into P', transfers 1 into I' (Fig. 1/2).
Now we m&ke some remarks concerning the compositinn of
isometries. A oertain analogy exists between the composition of
isometries and the multiplication of numbers. Therefore we
denote the transformation arising by performing :tJ.rst thc
transformation U, then the transformation ,V, by (lV. We call
this re.sultant transformation the proil'U<t of U and V. This kind
of ,multiplication is associative:

(UV)W = U(VW),
so that either side may be denoted by UVW. But it is generally
= VU, (as, for example

not comm1ltative: UV =!= VU, If UV

,
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.the reflection and translation in a glide-reflection) we say that
U and V oommute~
We Write U' for UU, U· for UUU, and so on. Furthermore
we u.se the symbol 1 for the identical transformation, which
leaves all paints invariant, such as, for example, the square R2
of a reflection R in a line or the cube S' of a rotation S through
271;/3. T'he identity. commutes, obviou.sly, with any transformation U: 1 U= Ul = U. Again, we define U-l by UU-l -- 1.
This is the inverse transformation of U, which neutralizes the
effect of U. We have W-IU)U-l = U-l(UU':"l) - U-l. This
invelve. U-1U = 1, which expresses the simple faet that each
transformation commutes with its inverse.
Now we enunciate a very simple but important fact: the
product of two direet isometries or two "pposits ones iB a direct
isometry, while the product ofa direct. and an opposits iBometry
(in either order) is always opposite.
Ooncerning direct isometries, i.e. rotations, we have a simple
rule which 'we shall quots as the tM<Jrem on additivity of angles
01 rotation : the prodnct of ~ rotation through an angle a and
a rotation througb an angle {3 is a rotation through the angle
. ( l + {3. This becomes evident by taking into consideration the fad;
that the angle of rotation is given by the change of any oriented line. As an example we note that the product of two rotationsabout different centres and through equal and bppositeangles is a translation, because the resultant rotation has the angle
zero, but cannot jjethe identity since neither of the two centres of rotation remalu.s unchanged'.
.
The following more general rotation product iheorem also gives
information on the centre of rotatien of the 'product of two nondegenerats rotations. Let af2, {3f2 and yf2 be the external or
internal angles of a triangle ABO according as the vertices are
named in the positive or negative sense. Then the product of
rotations through angles a, P and y about A, B and C is the
identity.
Hence'the product of the rotations through (l and p abollt
A and' R· is a rotation about 0 through -:" =s (l + ti
(mod 2,,).
c

'1

To prove this, we censider the product of the reflections in
the lines AO and AB. This is a proper motion leaving A fixed
and turning AO about A throngh a. Hence it is a rotation
through a about A. Similarly, replacing the rotations about
Band C each by two refleetions, the product of the rotations
can be expressed as the product of the reflections in the lines
AC, AB, BA, BO, OB, CA. But this product is, obviously, the
identity.
We shall often make use of the product U~lVU, caJjed V
transformedlty U. ]J'or instance,ifS is a rotation (gpin) about A
through the angle a andP an arbitrary proper motion transforming A into A' then P- SP is a rotation about A' through a.
'
In fact, it is, as a product of dn-ect isometries, itself direct, Le.
a rotation. By the theorem of the additivity of angles this
rotation has an angle a. Finally, the centre of rotation must
be A', beeanso p-l transferms A' into A, SIcavos A invariant,
and P transforms A back into A'.
Similarly, it can be seen that, if the improper motion I transforms the centre A' of the rotation.S of angle a into A' then
1- 181 is a rotation about A' of angle -a.
.
As a further example consider a translation T transformed
by a rotation 8 of angle a: B-1TS. This is a.tr1lJ1slation whose
magnitude is the same as that of T and whose direction forms'
an angle a with the direction of T. Indeed, S-lTS is a proper
motion, namely a :translation, its angle, by the additivity'
theorem, being zero. Let A"be the image of the centre A of
the rotation Sunder T and AN the image of A' under S. All
that remains to be proved is that the translation S-lT8 moves.
A into An. But this is true because S-11eaves A unchangeq,.
T transforms it into A' and S moves A' into AN.
It ean also be seen that if G iB a glide"reflection then a-iTa'
is a translation of the same magnitude as T, the direction 01
which arises from the direction of T by refleetion in the a.xis of
a. Recapitulating the two cases: if T is a translation and U anY'
isometry then U-iTU is a .translation whose veeter is nothing;
else but the image of the v"etor of T 1lllder U.

s
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1. PLANE ORNAMENTS

2. Symmetry Groups

Together with the notion of symmetry we have to explain
the usage of the word "regular". The words "regular" and
tlsymmetricaY' as applied to geometrical 'figures, have similar
meanings; but the former is not so un.ambiguous as the latter.
Regularity generally denotes a little more than symmetry and
it may be considerecl, roughly e:s:pressed, as a' symmetry of
higher degree..
Usually, we apply the word "regular" to configurations
consisting of different kinds of constituents, as, for example, the
vertices, edges and faces of a polyhedron. In this case regularity.
requires regular arrange·ment, ·i.e. equivalence under a group of
isometries, of all kinds of components, or else regularity (in
a oomin sense) of the component elements, or buth. So regularity
must be 'defined in each case separately. But in the case of
a single kind of regularly arranged ekmentary figures thr- whole
figure may equally'be eal1€d regular and symmetrical.
We shall concern ourselves only with discrete 'groups of isometrie",. A group of transformatiuDs is said to be discrete, Ol"
iliscontinuous, if every point has ,,'" discrete set of transfonns,
i.e. if every point has a neighbourhood containing none of its
traT-sforms save the given point itself. A discrete set of points
may have a point of accumulation. But it is easy to see that the
points equivalent under a discrete group of isometries can
accumulate nowhere.
We obtain a vivid insight into the structure of such a group
by a connected region, c:med unit cell, or funilame:ntal 'regipn,
. whose transforms cover the plane without overlapping and
without gaps. This notion enables us to divide the discrete
groups of'isometries ,into two classes, according as the unit
oell of the group is infinite or finite. By analogy with 3-space,
the latter are called,' in' any number of dimensions, c"ystallor, raphic groups..
Our discussions will be facilitated by the important notion of
the subgroup. This is a subset of the group which itself constitutes
a group. For instance, in view of the fact that the product of
two translations is itself a tr8J1slation, the set uf all translations
contained in the symmetry group of a figure is a subgroup of

A set is called a group if an associJ>tive and inverlible multiplication is defined in it. (An operation is said to be ~verlible
if its effect can always be .neutralized.) More preClsely, the
defining properties of a group are: (i) there is ~ operation,
Qalled multiplication, which assigns to every two of Its elements
U and Yan element of the group, called the product of U and
Yand denot"dby UY; (il) for every three elements U, V, W we
have U(VW) . (UV)W; and (ill) eaeh element U ha~an
inverse U-l in the group, such that for each element v we
have UU-1V = V.
It is then easily deduced that: VUU-l ~ V and UU-l =
= U-1U. We write UU-l = 1 and call it the unit element of
the group.
'.
. ,
Obviously. the totality of the symmetry operatlOns of a fJgU1'0
'Constitutes· ~ group, with respect to the composition of its
transformations as group operation. This group is called the
symmetry g~oup of the figure. It may happen that the symmetry
group of a figure consists of the identity only. TI:0n th.e fIgure
is said to be asymmetri.cal. In all other cases the fIgure IS called
-sym'f!U'lricaJ.

.

..

.

Conversely, a given group of at least two ISometrICs always
.determines a symmetrical figure consisting of the images of
a cemin "elementary figure'" under the transformations of the
group. These images are indiscernible from one ano,,:,&, both
with respect to their shapes and sizes, as well as to therr· mutual
positions. 'TIlerefore they are said to be equivalent under the
.group.
The notion of the symmetry group will. soon p.rove to. be
s~mmetrical
.a powedul tool in surveying the .vast family
figures. One essential element in this concept-b:ru~g 18 a~strac. tion: we do not concern ourselves with the specl.al kind of fJgU1'es,
merely to the totality of their symmetryoperatious. On the
.other hand, we have not"d the features of primary importance,'
.of such a totality: it contains the inverse of each of its operations
.as well as the product of every two of its operations.

0:
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the original one. It i;; called the lJran.slatWn-group of the figure.
Similarly, we speak of the rotation-grO'UlfJof a figure, Le. of the
set of all direct isometries present in iieS sy=etry group. But
these subgroups or simpler structure must occur separately in
our enumeration. This allows us to start with groups of simpler
type and to progress gradually to more complicated ones.
The above o13llsification of our groups by the unit cell can
also be effected by the subgroups of the tranSlations contained
in them. We shall see that in the plane the groups with infinite
unit cells may be defined as groups containing either no tralllllations at all or, at most, parallel translatiollll. On the other hand,
the crystallographic groups of the plane are charact<lrized by
their containing non-parallel translations.
10 both classes we shall consider f~t the groups of proper
motions. The remaining groups of isometries can be constructed
with the help of the following:
Note. If the proper motions contained in a group Of isometrics
are

and I is an improper motion of the group, ,then all improper
motions of the group are given by

10 fact, the prod,ucieS lP" lP" ... , each, being the product
of an opposite and a direct isometry, are opposite. They all
belong to !he group, by thegronp postolate (i). On the other
hand, let I be an arbitrary opposite isometry in the gro:,:!p.
'Then, on account of the gronp postolates (i), and (ill), 1-1] is
an element of the group. Being the product of two opposite
isometries, it is direct and therefore 1-lf = P" for some index
i. Consequently we have, in accordance with oUI note
-

-

1= II-lf = IP,.
The above note offers a suitable point at which to illtroduce
some further fundamental notions. If a subgroup @5 of a group

11
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@i consists of 8 1 " S" "., while G, is any element of (!), the set
G6 of elements GSl'GE" ... is called a left coset of 6, and the
set M consisting of S,G, B2 G, ... is called a right coset. Consider

another left coset of 6 consisting of HS HS" ... , and suppose
that. the two cosets contain identical" elements
= .HSJ•
, Then, for any element 8 k , GE k = GS,S,'E k
HS)Ei'Ek = HE,
(for some index l), showing that the two cosets are identical,
apart from the succession of elements. Thus any two left .(or
right) casets have either the same elements or entirely different
ones. This circumstance allows a distributlon of the elements of
@ into a certain number of distinct left cosets. This number
, (which ma.y be infinite) is called the index of the subgroup 6.
For instance, the index of the subgroup of proper motions in
a group of isometrics containing improper motiollll always equals
2. liere the two cosets are none other than the set of direct
and opposite isometrie", respectively.
The order of a finite group is defined as the number of elements
contained in the group. If a group of order n contains a subgroup
of order k and index i, we obviously have n = ik, showing that
for finite, groups the index may be defined as the quotient of
the orders of the 'group and subgroup. Our considerations imply
a fundamental theorem of Lagrange, according to which this
quotient is always an integer.

as,

3. Groups with Infinite Unit Cells

We shall eaU the discrete groups of isometries of the plane
We start with the ornamental gronps free
from translations. We shall eaU them rosette gr01J/fJS. They are
sometimes known as point gTOUlpS. for the following reason.
Such a group contaillll only rotations about a single centre.
For, if there were two rotations E, and Eo with distinct centres
0, and 0z' the transformation £1';'S,'8,82 of the group wonld
be a degenerate rotation, by the additivity theorem for s,ngles
of rot.ation. It cannot be the identity, since it displaces 0, into
the image of 0, under B;;'E,s2' Le. under 8, transformed by E,.
But the centre of this transformed rotation is the image of 0,
O'mmne:ntrit groUlp8.

12
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under S" i.e. a point different from 0 , and therefore S.'S,S 2
effects a change in 0 Hence 81'S."S,S2 would be it nondegenerate translation," contrary to our assnmption.
Let us consider. first the case in which the group contains
direct mometries orily, Le. rotations about a single centre O. Since
such a rotation is uniquely given by the image of a point A,
different from ,0, it suffices to know the set of the traneforIl1ll
of A,. These transforms lie on the circle with centre a·passing

J3

In order to construct a unit cell, le1 us consider 'a curve having
exactly one point in common with eaOh circle centred at 0. The
region swept over by this curve by turning it about 0 through
2:rrjp will be a unit ccll (Fig. 3/1). The simplest unit cell arises
,by choosing for the curve a ray emanating from 0, obtaining
as unit cell an an,,<YU1ar region with vertex 0 and angle 2,,/p.
, Fig. 3/2 shows that even more general unit cells ;"'ay be for·
med to our group.

Fig, 3/1

through A" O"ing to the discontinuity of the group there is
orily a finite number, p, of points which we denote in their
cyclical order by A" A" .. " A p • The rotation transferring A l into
some othet point Ai> transfol'1111il the set A" "', A p into itself.
Hence this rotation traneforms A, into A'+l (A p + l "'" A,) and
therefore -1: A,0Az = -1: A,GA i +1
2,.,;/p. This is the smallest
angle of rotation in the group and the others are mriltiples of it.
In other words, denoting' the rotation about
through angle
2n/p by 8, all operations of the group are S, 8""'" SP = 1.
Further powers of 8 are merely repetitions of ~he listed ones,
e.g. 8 P +1 = S, Si-l = SP-\ etc.
The centre 0 is called a. centre of 1'-/olil rotntion, or a p-gonal
(di-gona.l, td-gona!, etc.) centre. We sha,ll also use the tsrms '
iliad, triad and so forth..

°

li'ig. 3/2

Usually, a rotation l,'TOUp of a figure is callEd after the fignre
itself.. Therefore we call the group just described (which is the
rotation' group of a regular p-gon) the poliyflonal flroup of order
p. We shall denote it by Cp' ,The group e, consists of the identIcal
transformation only; its unit cell is the whole plane,
Several of these groups are illustrated bythc trarsforms of an
asymmetrical spiral, as aD elementary fignre (Fig. 3/3). In some
ca,ses it is placed to two distinct positions in the unit cell, in
order to demonstrate the different artistic effects they' produce.
Let us' now consider the rosette groups which also contain
opposite isometries. The d:irBct isometries contained to suoh
a group form a subgroup Cv and the opposite isometries CM onl~-

14

be reflections in lines passing through the centre 0 of the rotations S, S', "" .SP of cp' In. fact, if U is any transformation of
the group then U-1SU isa non·degenerate rotation about the
image 0' of 0 under U. But 0 and 0' must coincide and this
proves our assertion.
This is a special case of a general fact to which we shall :refer
as the principle of invariance of the ce_es ';f rotation u:ri1:l'er
transform~tiOIis of the group. It states that any transformation
of an ornamental group transforms the set of the centres of
rotation of the group (together with their multiplieities) into
themselves.
In virtue of the' note in Section 2 the opposite transformations of the group .are R, RS, ... , RSP-I, where R is a

15
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:reflection ID a line I through O. But since.the reflection BS'transforms 1 into the image 1, of I under Si, it must be a :reflection
in the bisector of the angle' formed by 1 and I,. Consequently,
the opposite transformations of the group are reflections in
p lines which divide the plane into 21' equal angular regio!lll.
~unit cell of the group is furnished .by one ?f these :regions
(Fig. 3/4). We shall denote this group by bp' It III the symmetry
group of a regular p-gon. Ita order is 21'.

?=j~
I

,

b .

_9
,,

c,

~

b,

b,

I

c,

c,

c,
Fig, 3/3

b,

c,
Fig. 3j4.
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13; of the segments A;A;+l (i = 0; ± 1, ± 2, ...) must be
di-gonal centres of the' gronp. On the other hand, the"'; are no
further diads in the group. If, for example, S is any half·turn of
the group hav!D.g'the ",entre 0, ,and S. is the half-turn about A"
then SoS is a translation and therefore it transforms A. into
some point An. But, So lea.ving A. invariant, S also must trltnsform A o into All' 'Therefore 0, being half-way between A. and
An' must be one of the diadsA; or 13; (Fig. 3/6).

, This completes the enumeration of the rosette groups. These,
ue the only ornamental groups of finite order.
We now turn to the frieze groups, i.e. to ornamental groups
containing only nnidireeted tr=slations (and their inverse;".
We begin with the simplest group of this typ~ which consis~
entirely of translations. Then the tra:nsforms of a point must lie
on one line. Iu view of the discontinuity, these transforms di';ide
the lino into segments. But these segments must be equivalent
under the group; consequently they are congruent. Denoting
the translation of the group through the distance of such
a segment by P, all the transformations in the group are
.. " p"'2, :1'->, 1, P, T', .... A simple unit 'cell is " strip which
outs our line in one of the above se,,"Dlents. We shall denote
this group, known as the one-dimensional translation group, by
U', (Fig. 3/5).
'
We proceed with the case in which the group also contains

3

,

A

Fig, 3/6

I C)
C)
C)'
l-j~I~-~

I

'

1

,
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This completes the ,discussion of the group. As unit cell we
may choose a half-strip based upon the segmentAoA,. We 'denote
this group by \\'2 (Fig. 3/7).

'

,'i'i, '
Fig. 3/5

rotations, but does not contain improper motions. If S is a
rotation of angle a then :" translation of the group transformed
by S is a translation including the angle a with the on"ofual one,
Henc.e a = '" and S must b~ a half-turn. Th11J!l the group admit;;
only di·gonal centres of rotation. vVeproceed to detsrmine their
totality.
If A 0 is a diad, then its successive transforms Av A z, ... and
A,_" A ..., ... Ullder the smallest translation T of the group and
its inverse '['-' are also diads. Consider the prod.uct TS" where
S, is a half-turn about A" It is itself a half-turn bv the additivitv
theorem and, since it transforms An 'into A 1 , its'centre must b~
the midpoint 13, of the segment A,A,. Similarly,
midpoints

an

,

'

1l',
Fig. 3{i

Now we try to join'to the two groups discussed above ,an
opposite isometry. L.et R. be a reflection in a line I, and T the
smaJlest translation in a frieze group. Then 13-'T13 is a translation, the vector of which is the image of the vector of T under
R. Therefore 1 must be either parallel or ortbogonal to the
direction of T,
"

18
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First we deal with the case when R is a reflection in a line
parallel to T. Joi.ni.ng the products RTf to the translations pi
(i = 0,
1,
2, ... ; To = 1) of iSil' we obtain a,group which
we shall denote by iSii (Fig. 3(8). For, in view of RT' = TiR and
R' 1, we have for any integers i and j RT'RTi T'+i and
RT1Ti = T'RTi = R:I"+i. Again, (RTi}-l = RT-1, whereby the
group postulates are verified.

mationsT i , RT' (i = 0,
1, ± 2, ... ) form a group, which we
denote bYiSii. The product RT t is a reflection in a line parallel
to i' which bisects the strip bounded by r and its image under
Tt. So 'iJi contains, together with T, a row of parallel and equiC
distant lines of refleotion, the distanc" between consecutive lines
being the half distance of,T (Fig. 3/10).

lYl

m

Fig. 3/10

Endeavouring now t<J enlarge the group iSi2 in a similar manner,
we find (by the principle of invariance of the centres of rotation)
that the line of re(lection (parallel to T) can only be the line I of
the diads. If R is the reflection in the line 1, the set formed by
the tr",nsformations of lJ2 and their premultiples (or postmultipIes) by R, constitutes a group M (Fig. 3(9).

We now attempt t<l enlarge thc group 5'2 by a reflection R in
a line r perpendicular to the line of the diads. If r passes through
a diad the resulting group' is, by virtoe ofthe remark of" Section
2, identical with U'~. Thus we may' suppose that r oont",ins no
oentres of rotation. Then, owing to the invariance of the diads
under R, the line r must biseot the segment determined by two
neighbou:ring diads. Under these conditions we obtain a group
whioh we denote by iSi; (Fig. 3/11).

Fig. 3/8

I

ilk

Fig. 3/9

,

I

I

'

I

ICU~-'l
1~lcfl-~;)
c;.
m

F;g. 3/11

If S is a half-turn of iSii of centre A. then RB is a reflection
in the line through A. perpendicular tol. 'Therefore the group .
iSi~ cont.aine beSides R a set of reflections in lines passing through
the disds perpendicular to l.
Now let R be a reflection in' a line r 'perpendicular to the
direction of T. It can be seen immediately that the transfor-

In this way the possibiliHesarising by reflections are settled.
All we need is to sorutinize the case' of glide-reflections.
If G is a glide-reflection, G2 is a translation and we have for
some integer n ;> r· either G" T 2N , or G2 = T 2n -1, where' T is.
one of the smallest translations of the group. In the first case

I
. 20
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GP-n is a. reflection and we a.re led to the groups g.i or ui. If, on
the other hand, (P = G2I1 - 1 , then Gp-M! is a glide-reflection
such that (GP- n+l)2 = P. Changing the name of GP-n+1 to G, we
have (}2 = P. It may· be seen immediately that the translations
and glide-reflections P', GT' (i = 0,
1,. ... ) form a group.
We denote this group, being the third group in our discussion
derived from \1'1' by \1'r (Fig. 3/12).

lJl
Fig. 3112

Now let G be a glide··reflection of a frieze group coutaining
lY2 as stibgroup. Then the axis of G must coincide with the line
I of the diads. Therefore, if S is a half-turn of %'2 then GS is
.a reflection in a line perpendiclliar to I,. and we arrive at ·the
group %'~ constructed previously.
W~ have now cOMtructed alll'0ssible frieze groups, We have
found that there are seven such groups. Restricting ourselves to
groups containing merely direct transformations this number
drops to two.
Let us look again at our notation. lJP is a group of direct
transformations containing. at most p-gonal centres of rotation
. and 'is}, %,~, ... are the groups containing opposite transformations; the subgroup· of direct transformations in each i. 'iSP'
It is a luoky accident that this principle can also be used for
the wall-pattern groups to be discussed in the next section.
Iu 3-8pace, however, an analogous notation wollid break down
owing to the fact that thero are various crystallographic groups
of direct transformations here, having at most, say,. 3-fold axes
of rotation.
.
All groups dlilcUllsedin the present paragraph have infinite
unit cells. In the next paragraph we shall construct the remain-

i
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J.llg ornamental groups, findfug that their unit oellB are finite.
This will involve an indirect proof of the completeness of the
above enumeration of the ornamental groups with infinite unit
cells.
4. Groups with Finite Unit Cells

In this section 'We shall complete the enumeration of the
ornamental groups . by the· wall-pa#eNbgriYUps, Le. by the
. ornamental groups containing two non-parallel translations.
To begin with we shall construct the wall-pattern groups of
direct transformations, treating, first of all, the simplest type,
namOly those free from rotations.
Let S be a complete set of equivalent points (the set of points
equivalent to a point) under the group in question. Clearly, there
are in S three non-collinear points A, B, 0 such that the triangle
ABO does not contain besides ..4, Band 0 further points of S.
Let the translation B-rO move A into D. The parallelogram
ABOD generates a poim lattice, viz. the set of the vertices of
all Parallelograms which arises from ABOD by the translations
A -r B, B -r 0, a -r D, D -r A and their repeated applications.
'Obviously, all pointe of this lattice belollg to S. On the other
hand, S does not contain additional points. For, since the above
parallelograms cover the plane without interStices, such a point
must lie in (or on the boundary of) a parallelogram. Then, in
view of the equivalence of the parallOlograms, ABOD would also
contain a point P of S different from the vertices A, B, a and
D. Since the point P cannot lie in ABO (by the wpposition made
about this triangle), it must be contained in AOD. But then the
translation P ...... D of the group would move B into a point
P' of ABO and the triangle ABO wollid contain, aftor all, the
point
of S (Fig. 411). This contradiction proves our assertion.
Hence all transformations of the group are Tip~ (i, j = 0,
±1, ... ) denoting by T i and T, the translations A ..... Band
B ...... O. This group is known as the (two-dimensional) lattice
group. The simplest unit cell is a generating parallelogram, suoh
as ABOD. We. denote this grQUP by ;re, (Fig. 4/2).

r
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We now stipulate that the group contains" haJf-turo but no
other kind of rotation. The subgroup of transIat,ions llll:t contained
in the group transforms a diad A of the group into the points
of a lattice; all these points are likewise diads. Now we can refer
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The discussion of the remain:ing cases follows, mainly, in a
similar way. First we shall determine in each case the arrangement of the centres of rotation.
Let P be a p-gonal centre of rotation, such that:p > 2. The
group being discrete, there is a least distanoe from P at jVhioh
we can find another centre Q of more .than 2-fcld rotation, say
of q-fuld rotation. We consider. the produCt of the rotation about
P through 2n/p and the rotation about Q through 2n/q. This

Fig. 4f1

is, a,coording to .the rotation product theorem of Section 1, a.
. rotation about a pointR through -2n/~ such that the triangle
PQR of negative circuit has angles nip, nlq, nlr. Th" angle
sum of a triangle being n, we have
1

to the discussion of the group \52' according to which the centroid
of every two lattice points must also be a. diad and, conversely,
every diad of the group must be midwa,y between two lattice
point.<. Thus the centre, the vertices and the midpoints of the
sides of a generating parallelogram provide for the totality of
diads.
We are deaJing with all translationsandhalf-tllrns which leave
a point lattice invariant. But thesBtransforrnations, evidently,
form a group. Its symbol is, by our notation, lID,. As unit cell
we can choo~e one of the triangles into which a diagonal splits
a generating parallelogram or another suitable half part of '"
generating parallelogram (Fig. 4/3).

'P

I
I
-+--=1.
g
r

Consider first the ease p = q = 3. This implies r = 3, in consequence of which we hav,: '" set of triads forIDing a lattice of
equilat'Oral triangles (Le. a point-lattice having a generating
.parallelogram oomposed of two equilateral triangles). Apart
from these triads the group oontains no other centres ofrotation.
To show this we' observe first that the six triangles meeting at
P do not contain a,ny centre of m9re than 2-fold rotation, except
the vertices. Then, in view of the fact that any tri&J:lgle can be
.transformed by' a third-turn about the tria,ds into one of the
six triangles, the same holds for every t,riangle. This means that
the statement is verified for centres of more than 2-fold rot..tion.
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Diads. cannot occur either, because a rotation through ,., together with a rotatioll through '--2,.,(3 would result in a rotation
through 2,,/6, which is impossible.
q ;;;, 6. Then
.Now bssides 11 ;;;, 3 an\l q ;;;, 3, we stipulate p
r < 3, and consequently r < q. 'inus the triangle PQR has
a smaller angle at Q than at R, in consequence of which R lies
llearer to. P than Q, It follows that R is a diad, and since r =2,
we have

25
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This equation allows two further cases only, namely p = 'l = 4.
and p = 3, q = 6 (or, which is the same thing, p = 6, q 3).
This completes the proof of an important fact, known as the
crystailO{lraphic restriction: 5-fold and more than 6-fold oentres
of rotation are inadmissible in infinite ornamental groups.
The following treatment applies to· both cases mentioned
above. Successive rotatiollB through 2,.,(p about P transform
Q into the vertices of a regular p-gon and successive rotations
through 2ir;fq about Q transform this p-gon into a set of 'lP-gons.
Further rotations through 2,,(q about the old and the newly
obtained vertices lead to a regular tessellation {p, q},i.e. to a set
of regular p-gollB, q at 0ac4 vertex, fitticg together side by side
to cover the whole plane simply and without gaps (Fig. 4/4) .
. The face-centres are p-fold, the vertices q-fold and the midpoints
of the sides 2-fold centres of rotation.. TheBe centreB of rotation
are responsible for all rotations belonging to the group. Tn show-

i

ing this we oan reBtTict ourselves to the p-gon of centre P with
which we started. It oontains, by the initial supposition; no
centres of more than 2-fold rotatiou other than those mentioned.
In order to show the same for di-gonal centres; let us ta,ke into
account that a diad' cannot lie other than midway between
P and another p-gonal centre. Thus the only problematical points
are th" midpoin.ts of the segments joining P with the vertices,
if 11 = q = 4. But.a rotation through 27</4 about P composed
with a half-turn about the centroid of P and Q would give
a rotation through -2"/4 about R, whi.ch is inadmissible.
In order to complete the description of the three groups in
question we have to determine their translations.
Let PQSR be a generating parallelogram of the tri>;<f-jitttice i
obtained in thecasep 'l = 3, PQRbeing an eqllilate~J14i:iimgl" 1'.
(Fig, 4/5). The rotation through 2,.,/3 about Q compose\:i with

,I
I

\

r
.

l'

i

i

(4,4)

(3,6)
Fig. ·1/4

:B'i;>.4/5

~"-~'-'~"_'>i-_
,

',"'-

,si

the rotation through 4irr/3 ,,;bout
results in the translation
P -+ S. This -is the smalleslFtransiation of the group. Since
translations other than those, transforming a triad into a triad
are out of the question, we ha:-ve only to consider, say, the trauslationP -,. R. This translation followed by a third-turn
about R transforms PR into- RQ, showing that the resulting
motion would be a tliird-.turn about the centre of PQR.
This contradicts our previous result, according to which th(>
lattice points are· the onI,)' centres of rotation.
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If PST is an eqnilateral triangle, then the translation P··-,T
also belongs to the group. The ..two non-parallel translations
p -,.. Sand P -~ T, being the smallest ones contained in the
group, generate the entire subgroup of"translations of the group.
. Recapitulating: the group im. so constructed consists of the
translations and the positive and negative third-turns leaving
the tessellation {3, 6} o~ {6, 3} invariant. The triads are, in
both oases, the face-centres and vertices of the tessellation.
A suitable unit cell is one of the three rhombi into which a face
of {6, 3} can be decomposed (Fig. 4(6).

together with the quarter-turn about Q' would furnish the,
inadmissible quarter-turn about the midpoint of the side Q,Q2'
the smallest admissible translations are Q, -~ Q, and Q, -,.. Q,f .
These translations really belong to the group as the products of
. the half-turns about a vertex of the square and the midpoint 0
the subsequent side. Thus the square Q,Q,Q.Q, is a generating
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ml,
Fig. 418

ml,
Fig. 4/6

Turning now to the case p = q = 4, let P be a tetrad and Q"
'Q" Q., Q. the nearest tetrads forming the vertices of the square
.4,Q2Q.Q. (Fig. 4{7) .Since, for in~tance, the translation l' -+ Qt

parallelogram of the subgroup of translations, whereby the
group is completely "pecified. This group, ml., is the rotation
group ofthe tessellation {4, 4} (Fig. 4/8). The simplest unit cell
is the triangle PQ1Q2'
Coming to the last case p = 3" '1 = 6, let P be a triad and
Q" Q" Q. the nearest hexads (Fig: 4{9). Together with the half-

/

Q,

Q,

Fig. 417

Fig. 4{9
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.turns about the verlaces and the midpomts of the sides of the
triangle Q,QzQ" the translations Q, ->- Q, and Q,->- Q. must also
belong to thwgroup. But smce a translation of the group displaces
one hexad into another, there are no smaller translations in the
group,. showing that the above-mentioned translations acC6unt
for all translations of the group. This group, W" is the rotation group of {3, 6} or {6, 3} (Ii'ig. 4/10). The triangle PQ,Q,
is a unit cell of the group,

:m,
Fig. 4/10

It is interesting to observe that, in spite ofthe greater variety
of different rotations, ms. admits of a somewhat simpler discussion
than W" and
there. was po doubt about the <liads (as by
W,), l'lor about the generating translations. But it is·the very
diversity of the rotations which facilitates the treatment.
We 'have now realized our first aim. We have constructed all
crystallographic gro.ups of proper motions in the plane, laying
the fou.ndatioIT for our subsequent discussions.
';'
First of all, we attempt to enlarge a group of type W1 by
a reflection R in a line I. Let a smallest translation of the group
displace a poiot Aon iotoBand letB'bethe image of Bunder B
(Fig. 4/11). Then thegronp contains also the translation A->-B',
If A, Band B' are not collioear then, the translations A ->- B
and A -). B' generate the entire set of translations of the group.
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A~
8

Fig. 4/l1

In the opposite case, Le. if AB is parallel or perpendicular to
I, let a smallest translation of the group non-parallel to AB
move A intoG (Fig. 4/12). To determine the position of the point
G, we consider the strip B bounded by the orthogonal bisector
b of the segment AB and the parallel line " passing through A.
ClMrly, we :may !lUppose, without loss of generality, that G lies
m or on' the boUndary of S. If 0 is an inner point of S, we
reflect 0 in Z, obtaining 0'. But then the composition of the
translations A -+ O,and A ->- G' or A -)- G, and 0' ->- A would
yield a translation of the group smaller than the translation
.A->- B, This contradiction shows that 0 can lie only on a or b.
Accordingly the translation group is generated either by the
translations A -)- B and A -)- a 'Or A ->- a and A -)- G': Therefore we have, 10 each case, as generating parallelogram either

ms,:
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a rhombus or a rectangle, the mirror line being parallel to one
diagonal of the :rhombus or' to ,one side of the rectangle, reapecuvely_ This gives rise to two groups, fllli and mli, the first being
generated by two non-parallel translations through equal distances and a reflection in a line which bisecta the angle formed
by the directions of the translations (Fig. 4/13), the second one
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diagonal, ill acoordance with the faet that the reflections in thes~
lines generate a subgroup %i of fllli. A glance at Fig. 4113 shows
that there are also axes of glide-reflection, viz; the medians
between consecutive a..""" of reflection. One of the triangles into
whieh the first considered diagonal divides the rhombus is
a unit cell.
Also 'mli contains a set of parallel axes of rsflection but
!ioes not contain axes of glide-reflection. Of oourse, the group

,:,

Ai

AI

,,

\

1llli

!J

Fig, 4113
QJ

being generated by two orthogonal translations and a reflection
in a line parallel to onc translation (Fig. 4/14).
The transforms of one diagonal of the generating rhombus
under its own lattiee group unite in a set of parallel lines forming
the mirror lines of the group fllli. The distance between two
consecutive mirror lines equals hair the length of the other

I

a~

~

'Fig: 4/15

contains glide-reflections, but only in lines whioh are simultaneously oommon mirror lines, 'As unit ooll we oan use a'reotangle
lying between two conseoutive mirror, lines.
We shall now show that a glide-reflection cannot be built
into a lattice group other than a rhombic or rectangular one.
Let G be a glide-refleetion in the line I contained in a wallpattern group ;m. The smallest subgroup whioh contains G and
the translations parallel to / niust be either \Jlor \Ji. Since the
first case, involving·a refleotion, has already been settled, we may
suppose that G' is the shortosttranslation parallel t<> /.
Le~ <to be a line perpendioular to / cutting it in the point
A o and let at and AI be the images of "'0 and A, under at (Fig.
4/15). Further, let a translation '1' of lID displaoe A, into B.
Then G-1 TG is a translation too, namely the translati~nA o. -,. B",

32
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B' being the image of B under the reflection in 1. 'l'his shows
that B can only lie on a line al' For, if B lay between a o
aud a" the f:l;ansIations A o-+ Band A,-r,B' would produce
a f:l;anslation parallel to 1 smaller than A nA., in, conf:l;amction
to our otipulation according to which (}!J. is the smallest t<aoslatiol1
parallel to 1. Thus we can find, in accordance with our assertion,
either a rhombus of diagouaJ AnA. or a recla:ngIe based upon
A oAs such that they are generating paraJlelograms of the lattioe
formed by the transforms of A o under the translations of ms,

To begin with, let the lattice of the diads be rhombic and
suppose that the group contains a reflection in a line. Owing
to the condition of invariance of the lattice under the reflection,
this line must pass through a diad parallel to one of the diagonals
of the generating rhombus. In this way the group, )ffi~, .is com-

l·

The r!lOmbic'case having been settled, as the ease of msi, we
obtain' one further group, mJj', generated by a gIide-refleetion
alid a translation orthogunal to the glide ",:rill (]jIg. 4/16). '!:hus
we have a set ofparallel glide axes, the distance between adjaoont
axes being the half distanco of the generating translation.
Turni.'lg now to the groups containing rotations, the condition
uf the invariance of the oontres of rotation; tog"th~r with the
previous ones concerning the subgroup of translations, auto.
matically c~ver ,all possibilities,
First we consider the groups in :which, apart from diad., no
other ceJ;ltres of rotation are present. Then the diads con~titute
a point lattice homothetic (similiLr and similarly situated) to the
J.attice generated by the subgroup of tra:o:s~tions, having, in
/' proportion to this; h"lf the linear dimensions. I:4iS lattiCe n;mst
l,e either rhombio or :rectangul,ar.

ml!
Fig. 4ilB

pIetely determined (Fig. 4j17). It contains two sets of paralld
mirror lines, both interlocked with a set of glide lines. The dia·
gonals of a rho mb1lll generating the subgroup of translations
decomposo it into foul' right triangles, one of them being a unit
cell of the group.
Since in a group with a rhombic subgroup of translations the
axes of glide·reflectioI\ necessarily interlock with axes of reflec.
tion, the rhombic case furnishes only the one group :m~ which
has j1lllt been dealt 1'Ieith. On the other ha:ud, a reetangularlattice
of diads gives rise to we.e further groups
ms~ and

ms;,

ms:.

34.
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The group ms~ arises by enlarging a rectangular group ms, by
a reflection in a line passing through a diad (Fig. 4f18). There
are two families of parallel axes of reflection. A generating
rect.angle of the diad lattice is a unit cell.

Lt~
,
.

sets of parallel glide lines (Fig. 4/20). As unit cell we can use
a rectangle generating the lattice of the diads.
We now turn to the groups ariBing fromm:l 3 • Since m:l. contains .
as subgroup a rhombic lattice group,reflectious andglidereflections always present themselves simultaneously. Hence we need
to consider reflections only.
Let us consider a rhombus geuerating the lattice of the triads.
We have two possibilities for enlarging m:l, by a reflection,

~ ~
Lt~
I

mJ!
Fig. 4jl9

illlj

Fig. 4j21

illl1
Fig. 4j2O

If the lfue of reflection does not contain diads, it can only be
the median between two neighbouring ro",." of diads, furnishing
the group jffi~. (Fig. 4/19). There :is a set of parallel axes of
reflection and an orthogonal set of axes ofglide-reflection through
the diads. These two sets of axes divide the plane into rectangles,
one of which forms a unit cell.
Since a glide-reflection in a line passing through a diad involves
a reflection in an: orthogonal line, we have but one further
possibility: a glide axis in· the central line of two neighbouring
rows of diads. The group· jffi: arising in this way contains two

according as the mirror line contains the shorter diagonal or
the longer one. Accordiagly, we obtain the groups m:l~ and m:l~ ..
m:l~ contains three families of parallel axes ofreflection, making
together the totality of the edges of a {3,6} (Fig. 4/21). The
..triadsare the vertices of this {3, 6}, and one face of it is a unit cell.
Also the set of the mirror lines of m:l; consists of the edges
of a {S, 6} (Fig. 4/22). But here the triads are the vertices and
the face centres. The triangle determined by two vertices
and the centre of a face is a unit cell.
Let 'us now consider a generating square of the lattice group
of m:l,. A glide-reflection in a line parallel to one side involves,
in view of the presence of tetrads, a reflection or glide-reflection
in a line parallel to one diagonal. This enables us to consider
reflections only. As a resnlt of the two possibilities depending on
whether the mirror lines contain or do not contain tetrads, we
have the groups ?mi and ms~.

I

ti
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mli

is the symmetry group of the tessellation {4, 4} (Fig.
4123). It contains four families of parallel axes of reflection, but
only two families of glide-reflection axes, parallel to the diagonals
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sataofaxes of reflection (Fig. 4/24). The isosceles right triangle,
having as vertices two of the nearest diads and a tetrad, yieids
a unit celL·

~g

Fig. 4/22

l&,
Fig. 4/24

II
r

;IDl
Jfig, 4/23

of the facos of {4, 4}. It", unit ",,11 is anisosce1es right triangle
having as vertices two of the nearest tetrads and a diad.
If the axes of reflection do not contain tetrads each of them
must pass through two of the nearEst .made.Thus lffi~ oontains two

;IDl
Fig. 4/25

.

Last but not least (in view of the riches of its symmetr:r oper·
ationa) we derive from lffi. the single group lffi~ (Fig. 4/25).
For, as· above, we must not regard glide-reflectio11B separately,
and the axes of reflection are uniquely determined by the
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principle of invariance of the centres of rotations. In each
hexad there cross six mirror lines. This is the symmetry group
of the tessellation {3, 6} or {6, 3}. Its unit cell is a triangle
det~rn:rined by a diad, triad and hexad of the· least mutual
distance from one another.
To sum up, there are 17 wall-pattern groups of different structure.

5. Remarks
The investigation of isometries goes back to Euclid, The fact
that every proper motion of the plane can be achieved by a
rotation seems to have been first recognized by Eulet,. who
proved the analogous theorem for the sphere in 1776..The theory
of congruent transformations was developed by Chasles, Pwdrigues, Cayley, Sylvester, Hamilton and Donkin. In partioular, the
rotation-product theorem of Seotion 1 is due to Sylvestor.
The foundation of the theory of groups was laid by Lagrange,
.the Italian physician Ruffini, Abel, Galois and Cauohy. The
concept of the symmetry group ocours with Mobills and HesseL
Weyl (1952) ascribes the complete enumeration of the finit<7
ornamental groups cp and bp to Leonardo da Vine!. It seems
that the symmetry group bp is more frequent in art, nature and
everyday life than cp , rotatory symmetry being generally accompanied by bilateral symmetry. The first direct mathematicaL
treatment of the 17 two-dimensional orystaIlographic groups
was given by Fedoro,," in 1891 a few months after the analogous
3-dimensional groups involving the 2-dimensional ones. They
were rediscovered by Fricke and Klein (1897), Polya (1924) and
Niggli (1924). The pr.esent treatment follows, in some respecte,
that of Hilbert and Cohn-VosseIl (1932) and of Coxeter (1948).
llfany of these groups were discovered empirioally by the
ancient Egyptians and the Cbines~in their decorations. All 17
of them were known to the JIIoorS, as shown by the ornaments
decorating' the walls of the Alhambra in Granada. This intuitive
d.lEoQvery of 'the ornament.al· groups is considered by Speiser.
(ljj58) as one of the gtea.tcst J:!;lathenmtieal aohievements 'of
llJlcient times. In a similar spirit Weyl (1952) writes: "One can
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hardly overestimate the depth of geometrio imagination and
inventiveness reflected in these patterns. Their construction is
far from being mathematically trivial. The art of ornament
contains in implicit form the oldest pieoe of higher mathematics
known to US."
.The ornaments on Plates I -ID are selected from the magnificent books of O.Jones, The Grammar oj Orruzment, London i8M
and A. Racinet, L'Ornement PolychrorM, Paris 1869.
On the Greek friezes 1/1,2,3 we recognize· some principles on
which the honeysuckle grows without finding any attempt. at.
imitation. The softly curved lines reflect grace and noble simplicity. The synnnetry group of the friezes III and 1/2 is \J~ and
th~~~is~
•
Egyptians used in their ornaments S- and C-shaped volut~s,
their native flowers aJ3.d other elements which all rod a symbolic
meaning. The lotus and papyrus symbolized the carnal and .
intellectual food; the beetle on I/4 waBused as an emblem of
immortality. The symmetry groups ofthe Egyptian wall-patterns
I/4~7 are lffii, lffii, lffil; ahd lffi•. Ignoring t.he difference of the
colours in the ornan:lent I/6 we obtain the group lffi~.
The artful drawingsII/l,2 arc of Ohinese origin. They illustrate
the groups lffi~ and lffi~. In 1I/2 the swasti.k&s are centred in the
tetrads.
Il/3 represents a fine piece of the Alhambra with the symmetry
group lffi,. Though perfect. in itself! the absence of bilateral
symmetry suggests a lrind of turbulence. In contrast to the
Egyptians the religion of the Moors forbade symbolism in art.
Banishing emblem,atic figures they carried the treatment of
strict geometrical form to the highest degree. of refinement and.
elegance. Blue, red and yellow (gold) are typical and exclusive
colours employed on Moorish stucco-works.
The group lffi~ is illustrated by Plate ID repres.enting a gilded.
oak ceiling of the early Renaissanee in the Palais de Justice in
Rouen. It spreads repose and perfection.
Extremely ingenious wall-patterns may be' found in Eseher
(1960). The si,,"llificance of symmetry is illustrated by various
examples in nature or art in Jaeger (1917), Thompson (1952),
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Nicolle (1950).Speiser (1952,19158), Weyl (1952), Wolf and Wolff
(1956), Coxeter. Opechowski and Wright (1957) and Coxeter
(1961) .
Certain elemente of a group constitute a set of gexLerators if
"very element of the group may be expressed as a finite product
of their (positive and negative) powers. In order to survey the
7 + 17 infinite ornamental groups we have tabulated one or
two,sete of generators for these groups by the aid of a suggestive
symbolism. For inst~nce, jl'l is generated by a translation, B'~by
a glide-reflection, i11li by two third-turns Md a reflection in a
line passing through the centres of rotation or by reflections in
iilire" lines bounding an, equilateral triangle.
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A set of relations satisfied by the generators of a group is
called an <ibstract iiefiniUon of the group, if every relation
satisfied by the generators is an algebraic consequence of these
particular relations, Nowacki (1954) showed the 17 wall-pattern
groups to be abstractly distinct. (Note that U, I'nd U~ are
abstractly ,identicaL) Coxetor and Moser (1957) have given
abstra<lt definitions for these groups, Their definition of 1mi is

Ri = Ri = R~ =; (R1R,)' = (R2~)' = (RsRl )' = 1
and that of

)ffi~

Ri = Ri = ~ = (R l R,)3 = (RaR.)' = (RsR,J2 =

1.

They potnted out that these two groups comprise all infinite,
ornamental groups as subgroups and gave a complete table of
the subgroup relationships among the wall-pattern groups. Many
ofthese relationships had already been indicated by'N:iggli (1924).
The groups bp, uf, 5'i, )ffi~, ms~, msl and msi deserve special
attention, in so far as they can be generat"d by reflections alone.
FollOwing Mobius, these groups can be illustrated by a "kaleidoscope" consisting of a' suitable horiZontal region, the unit cell
of the group, bounded by vertical mi:rrors which represent the
generating reflections. 'The theory of the analogous groups in
general spaces of constant curvature was developed by GDursat,
E. Oartan, Ooxeter, Wythoff, Witt, Weyl and others.
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The symbol {P, '1) for a regular tessellation is a special case
of the general Schlafli symbol (to be discussed later). for a
regular decomposition of a general space of Constant curvature.
Besides the three regula.r tessellations {3,6}, {4, 4} and {6,3}
there are in the Euclidean plane eight semireg'UJ(lIf (Archimedean)
tessella,tions having incongruent regular faces and equivalent
vertices.

(3, 6, 3, 6)

(4, 8, 8)

(3, 3, 3, 3, 6)

(3, 4, 6, 4)

(3, 3, 3, 4, 4)

(3-, 3, 4, 3, 4)

. Fig. 5{1

Denoting such a tesseJlation by a symbol glving the
number of sides of the faces surrounding a vertex (in their
proper cyclie order), the tesseJlations in question are (3, 12, 12),
(4,6,12), (4,8,8), (3,4,6,4), (3,6,3,6), (3,3,3,3,6), (3,3,3,
4,4) and (3,3,4,3,4) (Fig. 5/1). With the exception of (3, 3, 3,
4, 4), they may all be constructed by different kinds of "truncations" of the regular tessellations (Fig. 5{2). These tessellations
may be approached from a more general point of view. Research
into the structure of crystals involves the consideration of non·
overlapping equal spheres' arranged regularly in space, and
similar arrangements of ciroles in the plane. However, the
metrical properties of sueh circle-pacidngs are by no mea.ru;
glven by their symmetry groups. ]'or, by varying the centre of
a cirole in the unit cell, the transforms of the circle under the
same symmetry group will yield circle-packings entirely different from the staudpoint of erystallograplly. (Consider, for example, the circle,pa"idngs represented by Fig. 5/3.1 and 5{3.28,
which have fllli as eOll11l1on symmetry groups.). This neecssi·
tatas a finer classification of the regular cirele-pacidngs (and
sphere-pacidngs).
A useful notion for this purpose is the inner group of a circlepacidng. This is tho group of all symmetry operatioIlB of the
packing which leave .. oircle invariant. 1'11" whole symmetry
group may then be called the outer group of the pacidng. }faking
use of the researches of Sohucke, Barlow, Niggli and others,
Sinogowitz (1938) divided - on the basis of the urner and outer
group - the tetality of the regular eircle-pacidngs into thirtyone classes. In this olassification group properties still prevail.
A further distinction, emphasizing more the metrical properties,
can be obtained by the aid of the Diricklet cea, whioh consists

